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Complex trauma is defined as the experience of multiple, chronic, and adverse traumatic events that are of an interpersonal 
nature and most often occur in early development. When exposed to repeated traumatic experiences, a great amount of 

emotional and mental energy is expanded to deal with the event(s). The brain becomes wired for survival, altering patterns 
of neural connections in the limbic system or emotional brain, thus derailing normal neurocognitive development. Research 
also shows that the early years of children’s lives are crucial to their development; and that exposure to chronic neglect and to 
maladaptive attachment styles can contribute to complex trauma. Working in parallel during this crucial period is the brain’s 
ability to change its own structure in response to experiences and the eniviornment (known as brain plasticity), continuing 
throughout childhood and well into adulthood. This makes it imperative that practitioners act swiftly in assessing trauma and 
providing the necessary supports at the earliest possible. Research shows that building on empowerment and resilience with 
a strong focus on self-concept can foster brain plasticity and thwart the effects of complex trauma. During this brief talk Ms. 
Kamel will discuss the primary types of child neglect and maladaptive attachment styles, reviewing their impacts on cognitive 
development and touch upon various tools used to assess for complex trauma. Most importantly Ms. Kamel will discuss 
implications in practice and ways to foster empowerment and resilience, providing examples from her years of practice in 
Canada, Trinidad and Tobago, Egypt, and the U.A.E. 
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